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Agenda
Columbus Mennonite Church
Congregational Meeting
April 25, 2021
Following the morning worship service
Via Zoom
1. Vote on constitution and bylaws changes, included in annual report
2. Renovation loan has been paid off!
3. Note building use/suggested donations
4. Highlight policy/employee manual work
5. Vote for Mark 2021 - keep CMC great!
6. Vote on Gifts Discernment slate
7. Reparations recommendation recap
8. COVID discussion recap
9. Joel share about sabbatical plans
10. Discussion of 2021-2022 vision for ministry and open questions

a. Vision for Ministry:
We will cultivate beloved community by deepening relationships within and beyond our congregation.

a. Open questions:
As Anabaptists, how do we become the kind of community we hope to see in society? How do we take that
out into the world?
How are we being called to grow and change?
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Columbus Mennonite Church
Policy Manual, Including Constitution and Bylaws
Notable updates and additions
April 2021
The policy manual has been broken down into Governance and Policies.
The Governance Section includes an updated Constitution and some changes to the Bylaws.
The CMC policies were reviewed and updated as needed.
1. A complete Employee Policy Manual was developed gathering together policies that had been stated in
other documents such as the Memos of Understanding (MOU) with staff or denominational documents.
Some new policies were written, or adapted from other congregations as needed.
2. Finance policies have been gathered and new policies have been written.
 New policies include an investment policy, annual staff gifts policy, purchasing policies, record retention and asset protection policies.
3. Facilities policies have been updated and now include a firearms policy and new building use guidelines.
Safety and Security Emergency Plans were also added.
4. Commission policies were reviewed by the commissions and included in this manual.
Appendix A The Constitution has been updated to reflect our current congregational life. (For comparison, previous version of Constitution can be found HERE. Updated version follows below on page 6.)
Changes:












Article II Purpose has been has been shortened to one paragraph.
Article III Confession has been renamed Vision. The language has been changed to our vision statement,
which is also the vision statement of MC USA.
Article V Membership has been revised/updated to coincide with the membership statement.
Article V A has been rewritten (who is welcomed into membership).
Article V B has been updated with our new membership commitment.
Former Article V C has been dropped.
Article VI B 5 has been changed to Lead Pastor. This change has been made throughout the policy manual.
It takes the place of “pastor” or “congregational pastor” when referring to Joel’s role.
Article VII C 3 refers to Article IX. Language surrounding calling of meetings and voting has been updated
throughout the Constitution so it is consistent.
Article VII E accountability now reflects that the Lead Pastor is accountable to Leadership Team and other
pastors are reviewed by the Lead Pastor, but reviewed by the congregation at the end of each term.
Article VII G has been updated to reflect the procedures for calling meetings and voting that are listed in
Article IX.
Article IX has been renamed Congregational Business Meetings and Assemblies of the Congregation.
Article IX B. Quorum has been defined and how a quorum is to be determined has been defined.
Article IX C. The article defines how voting will take place.
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Updates, continued






Article IX D. Annual Business Meetings have gone from 2 to 3. Commission members terms begin with the
annual Commission workshop in mid-May.
Article IX E. no changes
Article IX F. Assemblies of the Congregation has been updated to reflect other updates to Article IX.
Article IX G has been changed to a discussion of continuance of a business meeting or assembly of the congregation at a future date.
Article X has been updated with the voting percentage needed for passage of amendments or alterations to
the Bylaws or Constitution.

Appendix B The Bylaws have been updated for the Facilities Commission to make them consistent with new policies. The other commissions will be reviewing their Bylaws in the coming year.
The Facilities Commission Bylaws have been updated to define the role of facilities in the formation of the facilities
budget and its review. It also speaks to their support of the building manager and church administrator.
Appendix C Employee Related Policies and Procedures. This is a new policy manual that draws together policies
for staff and pastors. Pastors follow MC USA guidelines (example: sick leave) in some circumstances for consistency
across churches.
Appendix D Finance Related Policies and Procedures. This is a new policy manual that brings together all the financial related policies that existed plus some newly written policies.
Appendix D.1 Gifts, Bequests, and Memorials Policy. A new policy that has been developed in recent years, but
was never finalized.
Appendix D.2 Church Savings Funds. The Bequests and Memorials Fund was dropped and all undesignated memorials will instead be put into the reserve fund.
Appendix D.3 Scholarship Program Policy. No changes except that it is now called a policy.
Appendix D.4 Volunteer Support Fund Policy. No changes except that it is now called a policy.
Appendix D.5 Investment Policy Statement. A new statement that reflects CMC’s objectives in investing and describes the asset allocation. This statement was produced with the help of Everence. Everence Trust Company manages the funds.
Appendix E Building Use and Registration Form. This is an updated version of our building use form which hopefully is more user friendly. It also includes new suggested donations for church building use by both attenders of
Columbus Mennonite and persons from the community who wish to use the facilities.
Appendix F Keeping CMC Safe from Abuse: Policy for Protecting Children and Youth. There have been no major
changes to the policy. One line was added, however, regarding the exemption of independent contractors from the
employee guidelines of KCMCS.
Appendix G Safety & Security Emergency Plans were created by Facilities Commission for our congregation.
Leadership Team Guidelines. Guidelines for Gift Discernment. These guidelines were updated to include how to
contact people who are prospective commission members.
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THE CONSTITUTION
of the Columbus Mennonite Church
PREAMBLE
Christian fellowship is most effective when the members of a group have a free and spontaneous exchange of ideas
in an atmosphere of Christ-like love. This Constitution should in no way hinder this spontaneous Christian interaction and should serve as a statement of basic beliefs to persons in, as well as outside the church, and should aid the
church in conducting its affairs in an orderly, efficient manner. The members bear the primary responsibility for
this Christian fellowship and growth.
ARTICLE I. NAME
The name of the corporation shall be the Columbus Mennonite Fellowship. The name of this congregation shall be
the Columbus Mennonite Church, Columbus, Ohio.
ARTICLE II. PURPOSE
We, the Columbus Mennonite Church, come together as a Christian community for worship, learning, discernment
of gifts, personal support, fellowship, and mutual accountability.

ARTICLE III. VISION
God call us to be followers of Jesus Christ and, by the power of the Holy Spirit, to grow as a community of grace,
joy, and peace so that God’s healing and hope flow through us to the world.
ARTICLE IV. GOVERNMENT AND AFFILIATION
Government of this congregation is vested in the body of believers who are its members. It recognizes the obligation of mutual counsel and cooperation which are common among the Mennonite churches. This congregation is
affiliated with Mennonite Church USA and Central District Conference.
ARTICLE V. MEMBERSHIP
A. The congregation welcomes into its membership all persons who affirm the membership commitment statement. We choose to focus on a center that draws us in rather than sharply defining and defending a boundary
line of faith.
B. Membership: Consists of members and associate members. Members and associate members will be introduced to the congregation by means described in Article V D, Introduction of New Members. Associate members have the same rights accorded members. An associate membership will be temporary, as the associate
may not wish to sever membership in the home congregation.
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Constitution, continued
Membership Commitment:
The Spirit calls us from where we are
to walk with Jesus
toward a more just, peaceful, and merciful embodiment
of God’s love in this world.
Ours is a story
of those who journeyed by faith,
whose questions opened fresh possibilities.
Ours is a story
grounded in scripture, centered on Jesus,
re-envisioned by Anabaptists, ever-expanding in our time.
Ours is a story
of death and resurrection and all things made new.
To live more fully into this story,
as individuals and as a congregation, we commit to:
Gather for worship and around the table
where everyone is welcome;

Learn from one another,
allowing the wisdom of all ages to teach us;
Honor all seasons of life,
caring for one another through joys and hardships;
Share our time and resources,
discerning our call to both work and rest;
Love our neighbors and enemies,
pursuing wholistic peace with justice;
Care for the gift of creation
out of gratitude and responsibility;
Seek transformation through prayerful listening,
growing toward the fullness of our humanity.
Because we often fall short of this high calling,
we will extend compassion and forgiveness as we journey together.
By God’s grace, may we be a sanctuary,
where we welcome, protect, and challenge one another.
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Constitution, continued
C. Privileges: All members and associate members are eligible for office and may act or vote in the transactions of
the congregation.
D. Introduction of New Members: All applicants for membership will be considered by the Shepherding Commission and/or Lead Pastor, then recommended and welcomed into membership by the congregation at a regularly scheduled worship service. Members from other congregations will be accepted as members according to
the above procedure upon presentation of proper church letters, or may be accepted through baptism or affirmation of faith.
E. Withdrawal of Membership: Any member desiring a letter of dismissal or transfer is entitled to it upon written
request to the Shepherding Commission, indicating the reason for such action.
Any member who becomes inactive for a period of more than one year shall be contacted by the Shepherding
Commission regarding his/her reason for inactivity. If the member no longer desires fellowship with the congregation, or if Shepherding Commission is unable to contact the member after 5 years of inactivity, his/her name
shall be removed from the membership list and placed in the permanent file of the former members. A person
whose membership has been terminated may be restored upon the recommendation of the Shepherding Commission.
Any associate member who moves out of the area or who requests withdrawal from our fellowship will be removed from the associate membership list. If an associate member becomes inactive for a period of more than
one year, they will be contacted by Shepherding Commission in the same manner as members are contacted. If
contact cannot be made, the associate member will be removed from the associate membership list.
Any member should feel free to talk with any other member when (s)he feels that Christian principles are being
violated or that someone is being unfaithful to his/her commitment, as established in the constitution. Persons
attempting to correct these violations should use Christ-like love. (I Corinthians 13 and Matthew 18:15-17).

ARTICLE VI. ORGANIZATION
Section 1: Leadership Team
A. Purpose: It is the responsibility of the Leadership Team to meet monthly, with responsibilities to include vision,
policy, finances, personnel, property, safety and accessibility. A regular report from the facilities chair and/or
other commission chairs could be a part of the meetings.
B. Members: Seven (7): Member at Large (3), Treasurer, Missions Coordinator, Secretary, and Pastor.
1. Member at Large
a. At large members of Leadership Team, serve their three year rotation as member at large, chair- elect and
chair of Leadership Team and the Congregation.
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Constitution, continued
2. Treasurer
a. The Treasurer shall act as banker; monitor expenditures, seeing that they are within the approved budget;
and report financial transactions.
1. The Church Accountant will generate checks (to be signed by those persons designated by the Treasurer), balance the books and create and submit financial reports, assisting the performance of the treasurer’s duties.
a. Accountant Term: On contract basis hired or designated by the Leadership Team.
3. Missions Coordinator
a. Oversee the mission budget, support individuals who lead various mission efforts, and empower new
church-wide mission projects.
4. Secretary
a. Keep records of the proceedings of Leadership Team and Congregational Meetings.
5. Lead Pastor
a. A report from the Lead Pastor is due at each Leadership Team meeting.

C. Term: All but the Lead Pastor serve rotating three-year terms.
1. Gift Discernment Committee can renew terms of the Treasurer, Missions Coordinator and Secretary.
D. Voting: Each member of Leadership Team is a voting member.
Section II: Ministry Council
A. Purpose: To discuss ministry goals and challenges, coordinate activities across commissions, and
collaborative projects.

determine

B. Members: The Commission Chairs will meet quarterly with the Lead Pastor, Associate Pastor, the Mission Coordinator, the church office Administrative staff.

Section III: Commissions
A. Purpose: Commissions will be approved to provide various supporting services for the church.
B. Members: The number of members in each commission will be agreed to each year between the Gift Discernment Committee and the current commission.
C. Term: Members will serve in each commission for two-year terms, with nominally half of the members approved
each year.
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Constitution, continued
D. Commissions and Responsibilities
1. Christian Education Commission is responsible for providing a framework for the Christian education of the
congregation. Nominally part of the members of this commission shall be responsible for youth education
and part for adult education.
2. Community Life Commission is responsible for initiating, promoting, and facilitating activities to help meet
the needs of the members and others attending.
3. Facilities Commission is responsible for the buildings and grounds.
4. Shepherding Commission is responsible for counseling and caring for persons experiencing crisis or conflict, administering small groups, and welcoming newcomers and visitors.
5. Worship Commission is responsible for assisting the Pastor in planning worship services. The Pastor is an
ex-officio member of Worship Commission.
ARTICLE VII. PASTORATE
A. The term “Pastorate” in this Article refers to one or more Pastors. The sub-items in this Article apply individually to each member of the Pastorate.
B. The Pastor shall seek to lead, challenge, give guidance and direction to the spiritual life, and outreach of the
congregation.
C. Selection and Call:
1. The Leadership Team shall appoint a Pastor Search Committee to evaluate and discern a person to call as
Pastor. The committee shall be representative of the church membership.
2. The Pastor Search Committee shall present the name of a nominee to Leadership Team, giving background
information as to the person's qualifications and record.
When the Pastor Search Committee and Leadership Team are united on the nominee, the Pastor Search
Committee shall present the name to the congregation, giving background information on the qualifications
and record.
3. Upon recommendation of the Leadership Team, the Congregational Chairperson shall call a meeting of the
congregation and a vote shall be taken in accordance with Article IX. Upon a favorable vote, the Congregational Chairperson shall invite the nominee by letter to accept the call to the pastorate. This letter shall
include all relevant conditions (e.g. Memo of Understanding) of the call. The initial call shall be for a term
of no less than one year and no more than three years.
D. Subsequent Terms: At the end of the Pastor’s term, the Members of the congregation will consider extending
the Pastor’s call for another term. A vote of the Members of the church will be taken at an annual or special
meeting called for that purpose in accordance to Article IX. The call shall be for a term of no less than one year
and no more than three as set forth in the letter and Memo of Understanding extending the call.
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Constitution, continued
E. Accountability: The Lead Pastor shall be accountable to, and annually reviewed by, Leadership Team. Other Pastors are accountable to, and annually reviewed by, the Lead Pastor. In the case of a pastoral couple, both will
be accountable to, and annually reviewed by, Leadership Team. In the last year of each Pastor’s term, the congregation will review the pastor before a vote is held on extending their call. In the case of a pastoral couple,
the vote will be on extending the call to both.
F. Support: Leadership Team shall annually review the salary and support of the Pastor.
G. Termination of the Pastor: If at any time either the congregation or the Pastor desires to terminate the pastoral
relationship, a meeting shall be called per procedures in Article IX E and a vote taken per Article IX C. 1. b.
1. The results shall be transmitted to the Pastor by the Congregational Chairperson, or
2. By a letter from the Pastor to Leadership Team.
Notice will normally be given three months prior to termination. If termination is due to misconduct in office or
other ethical breach, length of notice will be decided by Leadership Team.
H. Interim Pastor: An Interim Pastor may be called for a period of up to two (2) years.
ARTICLE VIII. CHURCH HISTORIAN
A. Purpose: To maintain and organize appropriate records of the congregation and its activities for the congregation's archives.
B. Term: Two (2) years.
ARTICLE IX. CONGREGATIONAL BUSINESS MEETINGS
and ASSEMBLIES OF THE CONGREGATION
A. Purpose: To transact all business that has not been delegated by the Constitution & Bylaws to other organizations or individuals of the Church and any other business deemed necessary.
B. Quorum: For the purpose of Business meetings or Assemblies where decisions are being made, a quorum is required and shall be twenty (20) percent of total church members/associate members active in the church. A
meeting may also be held following an announcement at a regular Sunday morning service. In this unusual situation, the quorum becomes at least sixty (60) percent of church members/associate members/living in the community and active in the church. The quorum numbers for the year shall be determined at the first Leadership
Team meeting of the church year.
C. 1. When making decisions, the congregational chair should work toward consensus. If it becomes clear that consensus is not possible or that a vote is preferable,
a. eighty (80) percent of either a written ballot or show of hands is required for passage for a
pastoral call/extension or Constitution/Bylaw change,
b. a majority of those present for all other decisions.
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Constitution, continued
2. All members of the congregation, as defined by the criteria for establishing a Quorum, have the right to participate in the deliberation and to cast their vote.
3. Proxy votes will be permitted if the motion(s) have been distributed to all members at least one Sunday prior
to the meeting, and are submitted in writing to the Congregational Chair prior to the meeting. Proxy votes will
not be counted if the motion is amended during the meeting.
4. Meetings or Assemblies require an announcement to the congregation in the bulletin and/or announced at a
worship service two Sundays prior to the meeting. This announcement should include the purpose of the
meeting and information that might be helpful in enabling members to make an informed decision.
D. Annual Business Meeting: There are three business meetings held per year, one in the fall to present the budget, one in December to vote on the budget, and one in the spring to vote on the leadership slate. The meeting
to vote on the church budget is held between three and eight weeks prior to the start of the fiscal year. The
meeting to vote on the slate of leadership positions, as developed by the Gifts Discernment Committee, is held
between three and eight weeks prior to persons assuming their positions. Additional nominations may be made
at the meeting. Leadership positions begin at the time of the annual Commission Workshop which is held in
mid-May.
E. Method of Calling Meetings: Meetings of the congregation shall be called by the Congregational Chairperson or
when requested by any of the following:

1. A Pastor,
2. A majority of the Leadership Team,
3. Ten (10) percent of the Members of the congregation.
F. Assemblies of the congregation: Shall be considered competent to transact business when called in one of the
following ways and when the quorum specified is met.
1. The meeting may be held when it has been announced per Article IX, C.4 and called per Article IX, E.
2. The meeting may be held following an announcement at a regular Sunday morning service if unusual circumstances exist that do not permit advanced notice. In such a circumstance, the quorum numbers are
changed per Article IX, B.
G. A business meeting or an assembly of the congregation may be continued at a future date (within two weeks)
per IX C.1b.
ARTICLE X. AMENDMENTS
Amendments and alterations to this Constitution and Bylaws can be made by an eighty (80) percent ballot vote of
the members present and voting at any regular or special congregational meeting called for this purpose. Notification of such intent and subject shall be announced in the church bulletin or at a worship service on each of the two
preceding Sundays before the meeting.
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Bylaws update for Facilities Commission
C. Duties of the Facilities Commission
1. Review and take to Leadership Team the annual budget for capital and maintenance
expenditures submitted to the Commission by the building manager with assistance of the
church administrator.
2. Review and take to Leadership Team any requests for expenditures submitted by the Building
Manager or Church Administrator that are outside of approved budget requests.
3. In concert with the budget submission, prioritize and develop an annual plan for work projects
for the coming year and determine which can be completed with staff and volunteers and which
need to be bid out.
4. Quarterly review expenses compared to budget submitted by building manager and progress on
annual plan.
5. Supports the building manager in completion of tasks, and in the absence of a building manager,
fulfill the duties described in the position's job description.
6. Supports the Church Administrator, if requested, in the hiring of building manager/custodial staff
or with technical issues for which the commission has knowledge.
7. Duties of the Facilities Commission Chair:
a. Call for and preside at the meetings of the Facilities Commission.
b. Represent the Commission on Ministry Council, unless another member of the commission
has been designated by Gift Discernment Committee.
c. Maintain open communications with Leadership Team and other commission chairpersons,
so that church goals are addressed in union, not in isolation
8. Duties of Facilities Aesthetics Coordinator
One member of Facilities Commission shall be designated as Aesthetics Coordinator.
a. Coordinate color selection of paint/carpet as needed.
b. Assure the Aesthetics manual is updated and followed.
c. Look to others for assistance or consultation as necessary.
d. For major projects, the Coordinator will be a member of the Ad Hoc Aesthetics Committee.

Portion of the Pastor/Congregational Review Summary,2020
For consideration in relation to the vote on Mark’s renewal
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What aspects of the pastors’ ministry do you especially value?
Professionalism and approachability
—Joel and Mark are well-suited to our spirit. They are smart, wise, and professional leaders in our community, who
know how to let lay people lead too.
—People appreciate that they live what they preach and teach, are open to come alongside others on their faith
journeys/not offended by probing questions, and are humble enough to share leadership and decision making.
—Rest and sabbatical are valued, as are setting boundaries around time.

—Both Joel and Mark seem to be in the mindset that they are here to help CMC be the church; they want to help
the congregation accomplish their goals.
—Joel is our congregational voice with things like Edith's sanctuary journey, Bread meetings, and especially at denominational meetings, and people appreciate that.
Sermons and weekly blog
—Joel and Mark both give excellent sermons.
—People value that way Joel explores deep theological insights in creative, accessible language, and his willingness
to leave us with hard questions.
—Pastors are not afraid to challenge us, make us squirm in a positive way.

—Mark’s creativity is stunning.
Work with youth and young adults
—People appreciate Mark's intentionality, his attention to detail, and creativity.
—People appreciate Mark’s work with the youth, and his supporting and encouraging youth mentors and sponsors.
—Mark gets to know not just the youth but all the kids through Peace Camp and other activities.
In what aspects would you like to see the pastors grow in ministry?
Facilitating lay leadership
—People would like to see growth in the area of leadership development of others.

—We might need to consider hiring a music facilitator as our congregation continues to grow.
Making space for Mark to grow
—Mark should be full time. Mark should preach more. We would like to give Mark opportunities to grow and be
fulfilled here.
If you could choose one area of ministry for Joel or Mark to focus more of their time, what would that be?
Spiritual formation
—Joel and Mark should be promoting personal spirituality within the congregation. Joel and Mark should be taking
time to engage in their own learning and enrichment as well.
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Leadership Slate 2021-2022
Pastor

Community Life Commission

Joel Miller

#Rosemary Hershberger

1 yr

Pastor of Christian Formation

Victoria Schrock

1 yr

Steve Rolfe

2 yr

Laurie Zimmerman

2 yr

Mark Rupp

Leadership Team

Facilities Commission

>Members at Large

#Bill Plessinger

2 yr

#Scott Applegate

1 yr

Joel Copeland

1 yr

Dan Halterman

2 yr

Jon Nofziger

1 yr

Sarah Werner

3 yr

Jim Myers

2 yr

>Mission Coordinator
JoAnn Knapke

Shepherding Commission
1 yr

>Secretary
Conrad Gratz

2 yr

1 yr

Blake Miller

1 yr

Dan Lehman

2 yr

Katie Mast

2 yr

Worship Commission

>Treasurer
Judy Hartzler

#Chris McCarthy

3 yr

Christian Education Commission
>Children and Youth
#Tim Stried

1 yr

Katrina Cortes

1 yr

Jeff Lookabaugh

1 yr

Tracey Lehman

2 yr

>Adults

#Paul Knapke

1yr*

Brent Miller

1 yr

Phil Yoder

1 yr

Austin McCabe Juhnke

2 yr

Virginia Nussbaum

2 yr

#Chair
Bold : beginning new term

Corrected 4/23/21: from 2 yr term to correct 1 yr term.

#Josh Davey

1 yr

Lavonne van der Zwaag

2 yr

>Junior Youth Sponsors
Anna van der Zwaag

1 yr

Eliza Graber

2 yr

>Senior Youth Sponsors
Karie Smucker

1 yr

Sarah Werner

2 yr
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Congregational Meeting Minutes, December 6, 2020
Columbus Mennonite Church
Congregational Meeting
December 6, 2020
Via Zoom
Budget Vote
1. A vote was taken on the 2021 Budget and it was approved.
Submitted by Gwen Reiser

Notes regarding budget (Minutes for this portion of the meeting are not available, but below is what was sent out
to the congregation prior to the meeting so that there is record of the reparations work.)
1. Congratulations to Joel Miller for receiving a Pastoral Study Project grant from the Louisville Institute to offset costs related to his Sabbatical next year and allow him to focus on a project during a portion of his Sabbatical leave.
2. During the congregational discussion about reparations in November, Leadership Team heard questions
concerning how decisions about reparations funds would be made. Leadership Team has approved these clarifications and commitments:


The funds will address issues related to inequities faced by Native American and Black people and communities.



The funds will support initiatives led by people of color.



The funds will be used by the end of the budget year (Dec. 31, 2021).



LT will appoint committee to determine specific use of reparations funds; the committee will include Pastor
Joel Miller and Mission Coordinator JoAnn Knapke.



This committee will report back to Leadership Team and the congregation in April 2021 meetings.

Let Katie Graber or Joel Miller know if you are interested in serving on this committee.
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Lead Pastor’s Report | Joel Miller
The pandemic has spanned the entire year since the last annual report. We have met for in-person worship zero
times. Wow. Like other church staff and many of you I have worked from home, with a heavy dose of Zoom
meetings. I miss singing and seeing and hearing children. I’m grateful for all the ways we have adapted to maintain
and even grow the bonds of fellowship. We will keep the good and welcome back what we have missed.
One of the great joys of the year was Edith’s return home after 40 months in sanctuary. Edith’s perseverance and
the persistent support of this congregation and wider community has been a bright light in a difficult year. Gathering in the church parking lot to celebrate was a special event. Although I am often the public face of the church’s
sanctuary ministry, Edith’s support team has done the heavy lifting behind the scenes. What a gift.
Preaching, Worship, and Teaching
On weeks I preach I budget about 1/5-1/4 of my time for sermon study, writing, and review/practice. I preached 30
Sundays this past year. Worship themes included Parables; Exodus; Cultivating Beloved Community; Advent:
Awake in the Dark; Jonah; Lent: Repent. Repair. After several months of pre-recorded services we switched to live
Zoom services in the summer of 2020.
In the spring I did a couple pre-recorded interviews for adult CE. In the fall I led a parables discussion and sermon
response class. I also taught the annual Inquirers class. In the winter and spring I am co-facilitating a personal storytelling class with the prompt “This changed me.”

Administration/Head of Staff
As head of staff I lead weekly meetings of our administrative and pastoral staff. Since we have not been in the
building to cross paths year we began monthly all-staff meetings (includes building manager, accountant, custodians). I would like for this to continue. I also lead quarterly meetings of the Ministry Council (Commission chairs +
staff).
This year I worked with Leadership Team and Gwen to complete an Employee Policy Manual and broader Policy
Manual. Having these completed is a big deal!
I have had numerous meetings with folks interested in planting another Mennonite congregation in the Columbus
area and am excited to see what fruit this will bear.

Spiritual Formation/Pastoral Care
+ Led a weekly small group discussing Richard Rohr’s Daily Meditations
+ Led lectio divina during Advent and Lent
+ Worked with new members joining the church
+ Marriage prep counseling with two couples
+ Officiated at three weddings
+ Zoom and phone calls
+ Birthday and anniversary cards
+ Working with Shepherding Commission to address needs as they arise
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Lead Pastor, continued
Sanctuary highlights
+ Meetings with Team Edith
+ Conversations and advocacy with City Council members and Sen. Brown’s office
+ Participating in launch of “The Undocumented Lawyer” by Optimist Films about Edith’s attorney and Edith’s sanctuary case.
+ Meetings with ICE Columbus office, including final meeting before Edith left sanctuary
+ Interviews with Dispatch, 94.1FM Columbus, local TV news channels
+ Guest speaker at OSU MSW class regarding faith and public policy
Community/Denominational Ministry
+ Served as delegate to CDC annual meeting (virtual)
+ Central District Conference Gifts Discernment Committee
+ Mennonite Jewish Relations Committee (MC USA) (stepped down during the year)
+ Joined MC USA team editing “Radical Hospitality” resource on immigration
+ Faith in Public Life Ohio Leadership Council
+ Interfaith Justice Table (monthly bfast meetings and various press conferences)
+ BREAD clergy caucus
+ Served as a clergy Peacekeeper at the Polls
Ongoing learning, reading, and listening
+ Festival of Homiletics (virtual)
+ AMBS Class: A Worship Leader’s Introduction to Voices Together
+ Villanova School of Business: Certificate in Church Administration
Some good books I read this past year:
Caste, Isabel Wilkerson
Jesus and the Disinherited, Howard Thurman
Lab Girl, Hope Jahren
Midwest Futures, Phil Christman
The Underground Railroad, Colson Whitehead
Zero Theology, John Tucker

Podcasts I listen to regularly:
On Being, Krista Tippet
Still Processing, Jenna Wortham and Wesley Morris
Code Switch, Shereen Marisol Meraji, Gene Demby
Radiolab, Jad Abumrad
Humanize Me, Bart Campolo
Planet Money, NPR
I subscribe to The Dispatch, The New York Times, The Atlantic, Christian Century, Yes Magazine, Anabaptist World
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Pastor of Christian Formation Report | Mark Rupp
When I wrote last year’s annual report, I mused about the novelty of writing from my impromptu home office and
reflected that looking back on a year was a nice way to remember all the things that had happened before the pandemic set in. At the time, I do not think it ever would have occurred to me that I would be writing a second annual
report from my now less-impromptu home office. Thankfully, though, the past year has not just been a year of
sitting around waiting for the pandemic to end. The work of the Church goes on, and while the pace has been slower, this has given me the space needed to do what was needed to adapt to the world of virtual pastoring as well as
take on a few new projects.
As always, the biggest area of my work continues to be related to Christian Education. This was my second year
taking on a larger role in providing leadership to the CE Commission, and I think this has continued to prove helpful. As a permanent member and now co-chair for the commission, I am able to bring my institutional memory to
the table to make sure things stay on track. By providing more administrative support, my hope is to free up the
rest of the commission to bring more of their creative energy to our work. Our biggest administrative challenge for
the year was figuring out how to move forward with Sunday School, and I was thankful for the insights and ideas of
the rest of the commission, especially their honest feedback as parents navigating the pandemic.
As in previous years, we decided to move forward with designing our own VBS-type summer program. We saw this
as a chance to experiment with virtual Christian formation, and I took the lead designing what came to be our JustPeace Camp. This involved designing the overall concept and themes, coordinating volunteers to record videos and
songs, quickly learning the basics of video editing, writing resource guides for parents, and setting up new digital
spaces. It was a lot of experimentation, and whether or not the various parts were successful, we learned a lot
about what would and would not work for our families.
We tried to design a Sunday School program for the year that took what we had learned from Just-Peace Camp into
consideration. While it may not be an area I am the most comfortable with, I have been thankful for the opportunities this new way of doing Sunday School has given me for interacting more with younger children. I led children’s
classes an average of twice a month, which is something I would not have normally been able to do. Before the
Sunday School year began, I also worked to put together Sunday School kits for every household with children. Delivering them was a nice chance to see a number of the children briefly from the safe distance of the porch.

Because the Middle School and High School groups met later than the children’s classes, I was able to provide primary leadership for those classes as well. I especially enjoyed the opportunity to bring in special guests to the Middle School class to do a “hot seat” style interview. The goal was to help the youth get to know more adults in the
congregation, but I also greatly benefitted from hearing stories from various people. In addition to coordinating the
youth Sunday School classes, I provided assistance to the youth group sponsors. Along with helping come up with
ideas for covid-safe gatherings, I also organized a drive-by blessing for last year’s graduating seniors to take the
place of our usual blanket blessing.
Adapting to the pandemic has been hard, but it has also brought a number of blessings. The biggest one for me
would have to be the weekly Poetry Unwind small group that I lead. The formation of the group came early in the
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Pastor of Christian Formation, continued
pandemic as a way to provide more opportunities for connection. The group has grown in size and includes regular
and occasional attenders who live outside of the Columbus area. Before the pandemic, I think many, including myself, would have balked at the idea of an online small group, but this group has proven to me the strengths of these
kinds of spaces. In addition to that group, I also led a short-term small group that read and discussed the book
Learning to Walk in the Dark by Barbara Brown-Taylor. I appreciate both the flexibility of the online format as well
as the short-term structure, and I could definitely see myself offering more of these types of groups in the future.
Pastoral care has been difficult to navigate during the pandemic. I found myself sending many more cards and short
email notes than I normally would have. These seem to have been well appreciated, and I hope to continue with
this practice even after in-person visits become safe. I officiated one back-yard wedding ceremony for a couple unaffiliated with CMC.
In the area of worship, I preached 8 times, served as Worship Leader 4 times, gave Children’s Time 5 times, and
offered leadership to many other smaller parts of the service as well. During the early months of the pandemic, I
preached more regularly than normal while I settled in to the shifts in my areas of responsibility during the pandemic. When Sunday School began again in the Fall, I resumed my normal routine of preaching approximately every
other month.
Along with these leadership roles, I planned and led our virtual Ash Wednesday service and helped coordinate a
service dedicated to child-abuse prevention and the Keeping CMC Safe Policy. In early 2021, I also worked with
members of the Worship Commission to bring together a children-led worship service that many said was one of
the most meaningful worship services they had experienced.
I continue to maintain connection to the wider Mennonite Church mainly through participation in opportunities
offered through Central District Conference. These included the monthly pastor peer group, a pastor retreat at
Camp Friedenswald, a mid-year gathering (where I also shared with the group about CMC’s Christian Formation adaptations during the pandemic), and serving as a member of the Missional Church Committee. Through the Missional Church Committee, I was able to take the Intercultural Development Inventory, a tool designed to help individuals work toward greater intercultural competency. Lastly, I connected with the wider Mennonite Church
through participating in a bi-weekly coaching cohort for Christian Formation leaders. This group provided space for
sharing and feedback about how congregations across the denomination were adapting their formation programs
because of the pandemic. In the early months of the pandemic, this became a helpful space for processing and idea
sharing.
In the miscellaneous category, I have continued to write a monthly mid-week blog, attended many various webinars, and continue to serve on the Board of Trustees for The Methodist Theological School in Ohio.
The signs are looking good that I will not have to write next year’s annual report from my home office, though who
knows what the coming months may hold. I am grateful for the ways Columbus Mennonite continues to adapt in an
ever-shifting world, not only as it responds to the pandemic but also through the ways we seek to be a faithful witness to the Good News for our time.
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Leadership Team Report |Katie Graber
In the spring of 2020, we wrote an annual vision statement and two open questions to guide our work for the year:
Vision statement: We will cultivate beloved community by deepening relationships within and beyond our
congregation.
Open questions: As an Anabaptist community, how do we live faithfully within a contentious political environment? How are we being called to grow and change?
One week after naming those ideas, we ceased in-person gatherings due to COVID-19. Questions about how to cultivate community took on new meanings as our commissions struggled with and developed new creative ways to
carry out their work.
Leadership Team conducted a congregational survey early in the pandemic regarding expectations about church
life, with a record 126 responses. We asked questions about how CMC should proceed if income could not cover
costs, whether we were involved in an appropriate number of mission activities, and how people felt about safety
protocols and virtual worship, Christian education, and community life.
LT also appointed a committee to make recommendations on building use and safety measures surrounding COVID19. In conversation with this COVID task force, LT made decisions to continue virtual worship and limited small
groups of in-person contact throughout the year. The task force gave input on how to respond to changing requests
for building use; for example, the Clintonville Community Resource Center Kid’s Club, changed their program several times during the year in response to Columbus Public School’s changing learning plans. While a few small, socially
distanced gatherings have taken place in the building (for example, Piecemakers and Edith Espinal’s fundraising
cooking), our income from building use has ceased as all regular outside groups other than CRC cancelled in-person
meetings. As of this writing, there are no outside groups scheduled to resume due to continued health orders.
LT worried that closing the church building might necessitate cutting staff hours, or that lost jobs in the community
would lead to personal hardships and difficulty in covering congregational costs. We kept in contact with staff regarding concerns about lost hours and changing job requirements due to changes in building use and new challenges with technology connected to virtual meetings. Creating a budget in the fall without knowing how the pandemic
would play out in 2021 was challenging. Even in the midst of this uncertainty, the congregation voted to include
reparations in the 2021 budget - money set aside to respond to historic injustices against African American and Indigenous people. LT appointed a Reparations Committee to make recommendations on where to give that money,
and they will present a proposal at the spring congregational meeting.
Despite the many changes in church life, some activities and processes carried on alongside the pandemic:
A great joy this year was celebrating Edith Espinal leaving sanctuary under an order of supervision from ICE after
more than three years! We are just beginning conversations about what it might mean to be a sanctuary church in
the future.
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Leadership Team Report, continued
LT affirmed ad hoc committees’ work on an employee policy manual and broader church policy manual. These documents help CMC staff and volunteers by clarifying and updating procedures and practices. The numerous hours of
work that went into these manuals will serve the congregation for years to come, and will allow LT to continue to
focus on larger visioning questions.
We had conversations with a small group of CMC members who are exploring possibilities of planting a new church,
and with Jubilee Mennonite Church, a nearby congregation that began worshipping with CMC while they do not
have a pastor. We recommended Sarah Werner to Central District Conference for ministerial credentials, and we
sent delegates to conference gatherings. LT gathered with Ministry Council to hear from commission chairs and
consider church visioning, and, at the time of this writing, we are preparing to meet to set an annual vision for next
year.
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Mission Coordinator’s Report | JoAnn Knapke
Even though we have been “sheltered in place” this whole year, our congregation has remained busy, creative,
and generous. Some highlights: Piecemakers made a record number of comforters working individually at home;
Edith began making meals once a month to raise money; In February, Edith was released from Sanctuary; Community Life Commission organized a couple of collections for donations to CRC; and a Reparation task group was
started.
April 2020— COVID-19 shelter in place
▪
Mission collection/action
YWCA Family Center—food drop off only(2nd Tuesday)
Easter: zoom talks from David Emch, Yasir Makki, and Columbia Sister
▪
Mission Moment
Church; Melonie Buller - Peace & Justice Support Network
Peace & Justice Support Network and a quarterly check to Central District
▪
Mission Support Checks
Conference
May — COVID-19 shelter in place
CANCELED—BREAD Nehemiah Action
▪
Mission collection/action
YWCA Family Center—food drop off only(2nd Tuesday) //// Piecemakers
work at home
▪
Mission Moment
Joyce Wyse - Comforter Blessing
▪
Mission Support Checks
CCMP/Sister Church in Colombia
June —COVID-19 shelter in place
CANCELED—(Columbus Gay Pride Parade //// CPT Rummage Sale////and
Sowing/Piecemakers’ Plant Sale)
▪
Mission collection/action
YWCA Family Center—food drop off only (2nd Tuesday) //// Piecemakers
work at home
Phil Hart - Columbus Sister Church; Barb Gant - CDC; Edith in Sanctuary
▪
Mission Moment
1000 days
▪
Mission Support Checks
SEMILLA
July—COVID-19 shelter in place
YWCA Family Center—food drop off only (2nd Tuesday) ///// start Edith
▪
Mission collection/action
Espinal monthly meal //// 100th anniversary of MCC //// Piecemakers work
at home
▪
Mission Moment
——
Mennonite Mission Network and a quarterly check to Central District
Mission Support Checks
Conference
August—COVID-19 shelter in place
MCC School Kits- collection— 182 kits ////YWCA Family Center—food
▪
Mission collection/action
drop off only (2nd Tuesday) ////Edith Espinal monthly meal //// Piecemakers
work at home
▪
Mission Moment
——
▪
Mission Support Checks
JustaPaz
September—COVID-19 shelter in place
YWCA Family Center—food drop off only (2nd Tuesday) //// Piecemakers
▪
Mission collection/action
work at home
▪
Mission Moment
Jon Lucas - BREAD
▪
Mission Support Checks
BREAD
October—COVID-19 shelter in place
Edith Espinal in Sanctuary 3 years //// Money collection for food for
CRC instead of CROP Walk ////old hymnal sale - proceeds to MCC ////
YWCA Family Center—food drop off only (2nd Tuesday) //// BREAD
▪
Mission collection/action
Listening Groups //// Presidential Election volunteers //// Piecemakers
work at home & their comforters net over $2000 for MCC at Ohio Relief
Sale //// Edith Espinal monthly meal
▪
Mission Moment
Pierre Shantz— Christian Peacemakers Team (CPT)
▪
Mission Support Check
Quarterly check to Central District Conference*
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Mission Report, continued
November—COVID-19 shelter in place
Presidential Election volunteers ////Donation to Ali Hassan for family
emergency ////CRC Turkey and Canned Goods for Thanksgiving
▪
Mission collection/action
collected by Community Life Commission ////YWCA Family Center—food
drop off only (2nd Tuesday) //// Edith Espinal monthly meal //// Piecemakers
work at home
▪
Mission Moment
———
▪
Mission Support Checks
NNEMAP
December—COVID-19 shelter in place
YWCA Family Center—food drop off only (2nd Tuesday)////YWCA Grocery
Gift Cards //// Edith Espinal monthly meal //// collection of gloves, socks &
▪
Mission collection/action
hand warmers for CRC collected by Community Life Commission ////
end of year giving to MCC & GoFund Me for Casey Goodson, Jr ////
Piecemakers work at home
▪
Mission Moment
———
▪
Mission Support Checks
Mennonite World Conference
2021
January—COVID-19 shelter in place
YWCA Family Center—food drop off only (2nd Tuesday) //// Edith monthly
▪
Mission collection/action
meal //// Reparation Task Group begins //// Piecemakers work at home
▪
Mission Moment
Marlene Suter/Judy Hartzler - Piecemakers
▪
Mission Support Checks
IFI -Yasir; Paraclete - David Emch; BREAD; Piecemakers
February—COVID-19 shelter in place
CANCELED—CRC Brekfasts.
CRC: Instead collected Valentines and candy to put in with lunches
that were being delivered ///// EDITH ESPINAL RELEASED FROM
▪
Mission collection/action
SANCTUARY!!!!!!!///////// Edith monthly meal//// Piecemakers work at
home //// YWCA Family Center—food drop off only (2nd Tuesday)
Tracey Lehman - ADN (Anabaptist Disabilities Network); Carolyn May & Joel
▪
Mission Moment
Call - Church Plant
▪
Mission Support Checks
ADN; MCC; IFI - Yasir; Supportive Comm. Networks
March—COVID-19 shelter in place
▪

Mission collection/action

▪
▪

Mission Moment
Mission Support Checks

Piecemakers work at home //// YWCA Family Center—food drop off only
(2nd Tuesday) //// Edith Espinal monthly meal
Rachel Gratz - Habitat for Humanity
Habitat for Humanity; CRC; IFI - Yasir
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Statistics | Mim Halterman, Gwen Reiser
We welcomed 9 new members.
Katrina Cortes
Britini Lookabaugh
Jeff Lookabaugh
Victoria Schrock
Adam Glass

17-May-20
17-May-20
17-May-20
17-May-20
17-May-20

Jared Crowe
Katie Kramer
Meaghen Torres
Will Kentris

17-May-20
17-May-20
17-May-20
17-May-20

We had the following people participating in service/volunteer work.
Yasir & Manahil Makki: Sudan (IFI)

David Emch: Thailand

We said good-bye to the following families/individuals as they moved on to other places:
Carrie Vereide
John and Sue Martin
Peter and Kristen Moyer
We mourned the loss of Henry Smith, March 19, 2021
There were 5 children born:
Luna (foster daughter of Becca and Michael Lachman)
Luka Robert Miller
18-Sep-20
Jonathan Joseph Jaquet
24-Oct-20

22-Jul-20
Aiden Thomas Kelty
Esther Lillian Troyer

21-Jan-21
27-Mar-21

There were no child dedications due to the pandemic.
We had 3 high school graduates:
Maddie Ross-Witherup, Phoebe Yoder-Tiedt, Jack Zimmerman
We celebrated 5 marriages:

Janny and Nathan Reiser
Sam Cusimano and Kat Lehman
Will Kentris and Meaghan Torres

11-Jul-20

Jon Lucas and Nikki Zupp

3-Oct-20

17-Jul-20
12-Sep-20

Kayla and Marjorie Fuller

20-Dec-20

Our average Zoom worship attendance
for July 26, 2020 to March 7, 2021 was 138.

The number of children
on our Sunday School roster is 83.

Active Membership Totals
Active Membership:

Active Associate Members

176

3
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Worship Report | Paul Knapke
Members: Paul Knapke (chair), Joel Call, Elisa Leahy, Brent Miller, Phil Yoder, and Joel Miller (ex officio)
COVID-19 was the biggest factor in the work of Worship Commission this year. The call for social isolation to fight
the pandemic began in March 2020 before the current commission came into office, and the previous commission
laid a solid foundation for worship by remote services.
But we still had to learn many things about production of remote services: finding Zoom-operator volunteers, learning how to coordinate elements of the services, and discovering new ways to incorporate congregational song, prelude music, the peace candle, and Children’s Time. Along the way, we transitioned from fully recorded services to
Zoom-based streaming services with a mix of recorded and live elements. Because our services are streamed and
recorded, we have had an ongoing effort to communicate to our volunteers how to follow copyright law.
Some of the year’s highlights:


Budget: We prepared a bare-bones budget in case of COVID-19 impact on income, and created a new budget
item for online services (Zoom, Vimeo, One License).



Resource manual: We replaced the copyright information in the resource manual to reflect new practices
required by streaming and recording our services.



Remote services: We moved from fully recorded services to live Zoom services with some recorded elements.



In-sanctuary service: We held a test run service streamed from the sanctuary. Some worship presenters
were in the sanctuary, and were covered using the new Point-Tilt-Zoom camera installation.



Feedback: Our part of the congregational survey solicited feedback on different styles of remote services.



Outdoor service: This was cancelled due to restrictions on social gathering.



Volunteers: Many of our usual worship volunteers (offering collection, ushers and greeters, worship table,
nursery volunteers) were not needed since we were not in the sanctuary.



Guest speakers: We invited Jack Sullivan and Susan K. Smith to give sermons, and Pierre Shantz to present a
CPT Mission Moment.



Advent: We designed and produced prayer cards for the season, and distributed them to households.



Special services: We invited some attendees to write and present new modern-day parables in a service series. We held a service designed around children’s questions and views on spirituality, and incorporating content from the children.



New hymnal: We distributed the new Voices Together hymnals, and used some of the old hymnals in a fundraiser. We sponsored two worship leaders, three song leaders, and Joel Miller in the AMBS Voices Together
introduction classes for worship and song leaders.

Joys: This was an exciting year because we had to drastically change our worship services and learn to conduct
them remotely. So many people helped us move quickly to the new styles, and the congregation supported our
bumpy transition to a workable remote worship style. We are blessed and fortunate in many unexpected ways.
Concerns: The upcoming year will prove to be another challenging year as we re-design worship services yet
again to accommodate a return to the sanctuary. Our services cannot simply return to pre-pandemic style. We
need to learn how to bring back those who have not stayed connected, accommodate attendees with different
comfort levels, and try to continue to draw remote attendees who live far from Columbus. Moving to a new hybrid
worship style will present many obstacles.
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Shepherding Commission Report | Larry Less
Members: Larry Less (chair), Erin Neese, Chris McCarthy, Blake Miller, Joel Miller and Mark Rupp.
When the state lockdown due to COVID-19 began in early March 2020, we began weekly teleconference meetings
to plan and implement a major outreach to the congregation to determine needs and to match volunteers to help
meet those needs. To help lighten the load, three additional members had been recruited (Conrad Gratz, Nancy
Franke and Chris McCarthy). The Leadership Commission made a cash infusion into the Compassion Fund to prepare for anticipated requests, and Everence had doubled the amount of money being made available to help assist
congregations in their response to the global pandemic.
We contacted about eighty percent of our members to inquire how they were faring, let them know of Compassion Fund resources and of volunteers willing to help out for transportation, grocery shopping, etc. This had been
a heartwarming endeavor and we were surprised at how well so many in the congregation had been able to transition to working from home. We had rolled out Zoom conferencing for face-to-face contacts among small groups
during the stay-at-home orders. Through the course of the year, many of these activities continued.
In mid-May, we were back to our typical six member team after the expanded outreach effort at the beginning of
COVID-19. Our team continues to check in on members in need, but not as regularly as during the original outreach as most members seemed to be weathering the pandemic better than we had been anticipating. Our
monthly meetings were primarily Zoom conferences. We did have a couple of socially-distanced, masked meetings
while the weather was nice and when infection rates were still low. Small groups also continued to meet via Zoom
during this time.

There were multiple requests for assistance tied to the health and financial pressures brought on by the global
pandemic. We were able to provide assistance in response to all the requests that we received. In addition, Everence had once again doubled the amount of money available to help assist congregations in their response; CMC
submitted for reimbursements and received the full amount that we were eligible for. We appreciate the work
that Christine Coble has done in advising us and submitting the requests.
Because we have not been meeting in person for the past twelve months, some of our regular ongoing activities
were curtailed. We were available, however, to be the point of contact when pastors were away. Welcome registers have just recently moved to online submissions. We contact visitors after they have attended two to three
times, either with personal phone calls or via email. Last summer we were able to introduce new members in The
Lamplighter. Pastor Joel has been conducting remote orientation classes to new online attendees, but we have
missed the opportunity to host fall and spring pizza lunches. Shepherding team members took turns submitting
monthly articles for The Lamplighter. We discussed confidential congregational concerns and discerned appropriate ways to best serve those individuals, families and the congregation.
We continued to reach out to members suffering with grief over the loss of a loved one by sharing the Journeying
through Grief books available through Stephen Ministry with all team members volunteering in that effort. We coordinate with the office in sending out flowers or another appropriate memorial from the church to the grieving
family. Instead of co-signing condolence cards to members on the first anniversary of a death due to remote
meetings, we took turns sending out on behalf of the Shepherding Team. Marlene Suter continued to take the
lead in assisting us in providing meals when members are ill or have a new child along with support provided by
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Shepherding Commission, continued
members of small groups. Cindy Fath has also been assisting in coordinating meals for parents of newborns. We
also have been remembering our high school students who are dealing with distance learning with plans for comforters to be presented in some fashion, perhaps another drive-by presentation.
We were forced to postpone the Winter Seminar because of the pandemic. We had discussed a number of topics
that might be explored at a future event, one being reparations. The Christopher Columbus group discussions and
weekly Connector blogs about reparations have set the stage for a new small group to focus on this topic. Perhaps
this will be a theme for a future Winter Seminar. In order to meet our visioning focus of deepening relationships
beyond our congregation in other ways besides reparations, we have discussed the topic of nonviolence communication especially in bringing people together around the political divide.
It has been a challenging year given the CDC guidelines and state restrictions, but congregational care continues to
be provided albeit in an altered manner. We have appreciated help for a variety of needs as CMC members have
volunteered when called upon for their “opportunity to serve.” As we begin to rapidly see the light at the end of
this pandemic tunnel, we look forward to in-person care returning.

Facilities Commission Report | Bill Plessinger
Commission Members: William Plessinger, chair, Jim Myers, Jon Nofziger, Joel Copeland
Overall the budget year 2020/2021 was challenging as we adapted to the reality of a worldwide pandemic. The Facilities Commission met virtually throughout the year, planning for both the future and an eventual return to the
building. Normal behind the scenes maintenance was still accomplished in a safe and timely manner in a mostly
empty building. We want to recognize Jeff Delcamp’s diligence, detailed reporting, and attention to detail. We also
express our gratitude to Kevin and Elizabeth Condon, our custodians, for their willingness to be flexible and adapt
to the new normal in their maintenance duties.
Following is a general summary list of other items the Commission has been involved with in budget year
2020/2021.
Larger projects that Jeff Delcamp oversaw directly
- Elevator inspections and repairs
- Security system assessment and bids
- Solar and wind power proposals
- Emergency exit lighting maintenance and replacement
- Fob door system installed front door key fob. There is a phone app.
- COVID-19 MERV13 filter purchase
- Radon remediation system installed planning and testing
- Fellowship Hall heat and A/C bid and installed
- Fresh air intake installed for Nursery and Office
Jeff Delcamp General maintenance items
- Worked with Gwen to update the building use form
- Sanctuary thermostat union (sync the two roof furnaces)
- Repairing faulty thermostat on entryway electric heater
- Changing batteries (sump backup, ADT, fob door, fire alarm panel)
- Minor roof leak repair
- Scheduling yard maintenance
- Blowing leaves off roof
- Washing dehumidifier filters

Facilities Commission, continued
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- Checking emergency lights & extinguishers monthly
- Sealing various drafts with spray foam
- Repair plumbing leaks
- Dehumidification for basement
- Switched HVAC Maintenance company
- Fixed garbage disposal in kitchen
- Repair for the front door hinge
- Re-do the parlor
- New contract signed with Volunteer Energy
- Met with Johnson Controls to look at any technology that could be installed to reduce peak demand, but not
worth the ROI
- Addition of compost bucket in kitchen
- New programmable thermostat in high schooler room for the baseboard heater
- New Aquanta controller installed on the electric water heater in the Sunday School wing
Projects completed by Kevin and Elizabeth Condon, Facilities Commission members, and CMC volunteers
- Various painting projects
- Pew rejuvenation
- Finish electric breaker panel mapping
- Snaking clogged drains
- Lawn mowing and leaf raking
- Replace railing on the North steps of the parking Lot
- Water trees on Oakland Avenue
- Flower bed cleanup
- Yard waste removal
- Deep cleaning building carpets
- Fire escape and bike rack painted
- Joel Copeland volunteered to be FC Aesthetics Coordinator
Ongoing Facilities Commission Projects
- Program the ventilation system for any events in the building - especially now with COVID, making sure that there
is enough fresh air brought in
- Submission of Lamplighter articles
- Fix closet in basement Room 2
- Replace wax ring and toilet in Room 1
- Replace water heater dip tube and anode rod in electric water heater in Room 1
- Install bathroom vent fan- Room 1 bathroom
- Pulling internet cables to Sunday School wing
- Remove and replace old wiring
- Replacing exit signs with more efficient ones
- Replacing existing fluorescent lights with LED
- Look for/replace Aesthetics Manual
- Updating building closing schedule when we reopen the church for service
Ongoing Facilities Commission Discussions
- New attic access
- AV Needs for return to church
- Sanctuary fan question, air blowing down to keep heat from stratification
- Contingency planning - who takes over building management if Jeff is out?
- Move pews to make more wheelchair friendly
- Fire system upgrade discussion
- Possible computer network upgrade and/or internet speed upgrade
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Community Life Commission Report | Karen Mareco
Commission members: Karen Mareco, chair; Cindy Fath, Rosemary Hershberger, Victoria Schrock, Mim Halterman, office liaison
All of the “normal” activities of the Community Life Commission have tended to center around the Kitchen, the Fellowship Hall and “events with food”. With the cessation of all indoor activities the CLC had to regroup and reimagine our role.
The Annual Outdoor Service and Potluck was the first major event cancelled due to Covid. The hope is for this
event to occur once again on June 13, 2021. Worship commission has reserved the shelter at Highbanks.

The Church Retreat was also cancelled for 2020. The deposit is being held by Recreation Unlimited for use for the
2021 event should it be held.
Cookie Sunday – in lieu of in-person fellowship and treats, we began having Cookie Sunday on the first Sunday of
each month after the Sunday Zoom church service. Each Cookie Sunday begins with an Introduction of an icebreaker topic followed by 3 15-minute breakout sessions to discuss the topic or anything else that the group decides to discuss. We encouraged introductions to make sure everyone knows everyone else in the breakout group.
Icebreaker topics for Cookie Sundays


June -- Share something from your home that brings you joy.



July – Favorite Family Vacation Memories



August – Fun things you have been doing this summer.



September – Share something you’ve learned this summer, a new skill, something about yourself, your family
or the world around you.



October – Back to school. How is school going for families? What are you back to school memories?



November – None, due to Congregational meeting



December – Baby shower for the Jaquet family. First dance party – Baby Shark



January – New year’s resolutions



February – Surviving winter – blizzards and other things! Dance party – This Little Light of Mine



March – Celebrating good news. Edith going home, other good news. Dance party – Celebrate!

If dance parties are to continue, we will need to look into licensing issues. The community life commission should
make sure to be trained in doing breakout rooms, so the Sunday church zoom coordinator is free to be a part of the
Cookie Sunday event.
Baby Shower- We had CMC’s first virtual baby shower blessing which took place following the morning worship
service on December 6th. The guest of honor was Jonathan Joseph Jaquet, along with his parents, Gina and Tim.
While pandemic restrictions meant no refreshments, no decorations and no gifts to open, after a rousing Baby
Shark dance number, the Jaquet family introduced themselves, then many guests shared congratulations, parenting
tips, or words of wisdom. In lieu of wrapped baby gifts, the family had suggested Target or Amazon gift cards and
anyone who wished was invited to send gift cards to the Jaquet’s.
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In November, Church members generously shared Thanksgiving meal items for Community Resource Center which
included boxed and canned goods as well as turkeys. Steve Rolfe borrowed a CRC van to assist with delivering the
food to CRC offices.
In December, we did another collect for CRC. Church members shared Socks, Gloves and Hand Warmers which
were delivered to the CRC.
At the suggestion of Phil Hart, in early March we announced and set up a puzzle exchange in the Fellowship Hall.
Once the library renovations are completed, we should work with the librarian (Jeri Arent) to determine if this
should become a permanent part of the library.
Winter Mini-Seminars Recap- During the frequently gloomy months of January and February, the Community Life
Commission announced a new series--the Thursday Mini-Seminars. Drawing from members of our Beloved Community and beyond, we enjoyed many enjoyable, educational, and community-building evenings together. Cindy
Fath and Mim Halterman were the organizers and implementers for this well-received event! This might be something to keep even once we are meeting in person.


Jan 7 Megan Stauffer-Miller and Brent Miller will be presenting: Virtual Sculpture Lesson: Back to Basics.



Jan 14 Janeen Kauffman Kuhl will be presenting an activity on paper chromatography. This technique can be
used to identify substance in a liquid or can be used artistically. We will demonstrate the technique, discuss
the science behind it and turn it into "art".



Jan 21 Jep Hostetler shared magic tricks and some magic secrets.



Jan 28 Expert readers Judy Hartzler, Elisa Leahy, and Diane Mueller shared stored from favorite books.



Feb 4: Social work “J” panel: Jenny Campagna, Jacqui Hoke, Julie Hostetler, Jon Lucas will present on career
health, SAD & COVID, art and grief, and self-care through mediation and yoga as well as facilitate a Q&A time.



Feb 11: Former CMCer Dave Denlinger, shared about his travels to Antarctica and elsewhere.



Feb 18: Jeanne Budde, Ruth Massey, Tim McCarthy, and Marlene Suter talked about plants, trees, and gardens; specifically focusing on garden and landscape designing.



Feb 25: Stories from Afar. Al Bauman and Charlie Shenk shared life stories from India and Japan.

Open Mic Night- To replace the February “Open Mic Night, we held a virtual OPEN (laptop) MIC NIGHT. Phil Hartman agreed to be the Emcee and he did much of the planning and preparation for the event. Thank you, Phil!
Performing poetry, music, gymnastics, and magic were contributors Rick Leonard, Sarah Werner, Jim Leonard, Jordan Delcamp, Tom Blosser, Ryan and Jacqui Hoke, Dan Halterman, the Boondogglers, and Jep Hostetler.
Kitchen Maintenance- Items were cleaned out of the refrigerator and freezer in November. The freezer was then
defrosted by the CMC maintenance staffer, Kevin Condon, in December. A few items were purchased at the end
of the year with left-over funds: dish towels, dish clothes, hot pads, dish soap, dishwasher soap, foil, freezer bags,
paper napkins and paper towels were re-stocked.
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Children’s Christian Education Commission Report
Mark Rupp
Children & Youth Christian Education Commission Members: Mark Rupp (Pastor of Christian Formation, co-chair),
Annie Trance (co-chair), Tim Stried, Katrina Cortes, Jeff Lookabaugh
Just-Peace Camp
In addition to moving Peace Camp online this year, we also added a justice focus to try to help children understand
how justice and peace go hand in hand. Preparations for Just-Peace Camp were happening during the nationwide
Black Lives Matter protests, and we hoped to create something that would help children understand what was happening and what it means to work for both justice and peace.
Instead of trying to do one week full of evening activities, we decided to release activities and pre-recorded videos
on a weekly basis for families to engage with at home whenever fit with their schedule. The materials included
short interview videos with people associated with CMC who are doing justice work in their communities. They
also included a parent guide with suggestions for games, art activities, social justice initiatives to engage with as a
household, and ideas for prayers and ritualized ways to engage the topics.
In addition, we also added a weekly Zoom meeting for any interested parents to gather and do two things: 1) go
over that week’s Just-Peace Camp activities and 2) give parents a chance to discuss how to talk to children about
sensitive topics. Bethany Davey facilitated those conversations, and we had 4-5 regular participating households.
This was our first chance to experiment with what Christian Education could look like online, and it was definitely a
learning process. We experimented with a platform called FlipGrid that would allow children to directly engage
with each other through short video posts, but that got almost no engagement. While some of the proposed activities were well-received, we also learned that it is best not to inundate parents with too many options. Lastly, the
participation in the parent group showed that there is definitely a desire for spaces that help equip parents with
discussions and resources to become better Christian formation leaders for their children, especially around helping
children understand sensitive topics.
Sunday School
Taking what we learned from Just-Peace Camp, we tried to create a virtual Sunday School program that was sensitive to the needs of children and realistic about expectations and goals. While still having a foundation in spiritual
growth, our primary goal was to help the children maintain their relationships with each other during this time of
physical separation.
For the structure of the classes, we opted to keep children’s classes (PK through 5th grade) during the normal 11
o’clock hour but to only hold classes for each age group cohort (PK/Kdg, 1st/2nd, 3rd, 4th/5th) once per
month. Parents were asked to sign up to lead at least one of the class sessions with guidance from Mark, who
would also usually be present to act as Zoom host. On weeks with no parents signed up, Mark led the classes.
Because the Middle School and High School groups were already accustomed to meeting at 1pm for youth group
gathering, we decided to move their Sunday School classes to that time slot as well. That means the older youth
met twice per month, once for a Sunday School focused gathering and once for a more social youth group gathering.
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Christian Education Commission, continued
For the content of the classes, the children’s classes utilized the book Let the Children Come to Me by Lisa Weaver
and Elizabeth Miller. Each chapter was centered around a theme related to faith and contained stories from both
early Anabaptists and modern day Anabaptists, as well as recommendations for discussion questions, activities, and
prayers to help children explore the theme. Mark wrote a Leader Guide to further help parents lead these classes. Before classes began in the Fall, he also put together Sunday School bags containing a copy of the book as well
as a few art supplies and a note from him. These kits were delivered to every household with children.
For the Middle School classes, Mark invited various adults associated with CMC to participate in a “Hot Seat” style
interview that gave the youth an opportunity to get to know other adults in the congregation and hear about their
faith journeys. For the High School, the class sessions centered around discussions about faith and politics, including a presentation from Phil Hart.
In January, the Christian Education Commission collaborated with the Worship Commission to utilize the Sunday
School sessions to prepare for a children-led service on February 14. Class sessions were recorded, and children’s
responses to questions about the scripture text and other topics related to faith were edited together by Elisa Leahy
into a sermon-style video.
Children’s Christmas Program
The Children’s Christmas Program was incorporated into the beginning of the Christmas Eve service. It was entitled
Silent Night, Holy Night by Deborah S. Anderson and was directed by Debra Martin with video editing by Elisa Leahy.
Mentoring Program:
No new mentoring pairs were matched this year. Mark encouraged current mentors to find ways to stay connected
with their mentees and shared success stories such as Zoom cooking lessons, short handwritten notes, and collaborative art projects. In January, Gretchen Geyer put together a Mentoring Trivia Night and had 9 mentoring pairs
participate.
Jr. MYF:
The Jr. MYF sponsors for the year were Mike and Kelsey Ryan-Simkins, and Rick and Ruth Leonard, with Mark Rupp
assisting and providing support. The group took advantage of nice weather to be able to meet outside whenever
possible, meeting at the Miller and Graber-Nofziger households for various activities. When forced to move online,
they played various games that were adaptable for Zoom including Scattergories, Pictionary, and Telephone Pictionary. They also had a pretzel making day with the Leonards hosting a Zoom cooking show to teach the art and history of pretzel making.
MYF:
Karie Smucker and Sarah Werner served as youth sponsors this year, with Mark Rupp assisting. Most of our activities happened via Zoom, though we tried to take advantage of nice weather to have socially distanced gatherings as
well. Activities throughout the year included a picnic at Whetstone park with corn hole and bocce ball, and games
via Zoom. An attempt at raking leaves for people in the community connected to the Clintonville-Beechworld Community Resources Center was thwarted by inclement weather, but may be a good option for service opportunities in
the future.
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Adult Christian Education Commission
Ryan Schellenberg
Ryan Schellenberg (chair); Yvonne Zimmerman; Josh Davey
Although unable to meet in person this year, we experimented with a variety of online formats for Adult Christian
Education.
In April/May 2020, we recorded a series of interviews/conversations with CMCers that were made available alongside the week’s recorded worship service. Three of these gave unique perspectives on the pandemic: housing
(Shelly Beiting, Apr 5); scientific responses (Dave Denlinger, May 3); mental health (Jenny Campagna, May 24). Joel
Miller recorded on a conversation with Edith Espinal for Mother’s Day (May 10). Ruth Massey provided a virtual
garden tour on April 19.
Although we typically do not offer Adult CE during the summer, it felt important during this year of increased isolation to provide an opportunity for conversation and community. Alongside the Parables worship series that run July
12–August 16 we hosted Zoom discussion groups that reflected further on these parables and how we might approach them.
Throughout the fall and the spring, we experimented with shorter topical series that ran 6–8 weeks rather than the
full semester (though one group extended the class to run throughout the fall). We required participants to sign-up
and capped participation for our first slate of classes but discontinued this at the end of October. In keeping with
CMC’s 2020–2021 Vision for Ministry, we aimed for classes that emphasized the deepening of relationships through
challenging and surprising conversations.
Sermon/Lectionary Discussion: Each session will begin by discussing the sermon of the morning. What
caught your attention? What questions and thoughts did it provoke? For the second part we will read and
discuss the scripture for the upcoming Sunday, providing a starting point for sermon formation. This is an
open group. Join for one or all sessions. Sept. 13 - Oct. 25. Facilitated by Joel Miller
Christopher Columbus and the Legacy of Christian Colonialism: As statues of Christopher Columbus come
down across the country, now is a good time to reflect on the man whose name we indirectly bear. We will
discuss Columbus's life and writings, consider the entanglements of his colonial entrepreneurism with his
faith, and think together about his legacy. Sept. 13 - Oct 25. Facilitated by Phil Hart and Adam Glass.
Learning with the Enneagram: Personality tests can provide insight into your ways of interacting with others, learning, and operating in the world. In this class, we will take the Enneagram indicator, and use the
results to learn more about ourselves, our gifts, means of self-improvement, and how we relate to
God. Sept. 13 – Dec 20. Facilitated by Kerry Strayer.
Inquirers Class: This five-week class will explore the basics of Christian faith in an Anabaptist/Mennonite
perspective, as well as provide an overview of the story and life of Columbus Mennonite Church. The class
is open to anyone, with a special invitation to new attenders and those considering membership at
CMC. Nov. 8 - Dec. 20. Led by Pastor Joel Miller.
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Adult Christian Education, continued
Personal Storytelling: "This Changed Me"
Whether an experience, a place, a relationship, a book, a class, a person, a movie, or even just a moment,
we all have specific things that have made a lasting impact. Each week, 2 or 3 members of the class will
share personal stories that have shaped them, 10-15 minutes each. Led by Josh Davey and Joel Miller. January 10–March 28.
Book Discussion Group: The Universal Christ by Richard Rohr
Richard Rohr's latest book can be viewed as the culmination of the Franciscan Monk's life work. In it, he
seeks to recapture the understanding of Jesus the Christ that animated the early Church. Rohr writes: "A
cosmic notion of the Christ competes with and excludes no one, but includes everyone and everything and
allows Jesus Christ to finally be a God figure worthy of the entire universe." This is a message of universal
grace, a message that everyone, especially recovering evangelicals need to hear. Led by Joel Copeland and
Robin Walton. January 10–March 28.
For the remainder of spring 2021, Leadership Team will use the Adult Education time slot for a series of conversations regarding CMC’s vision for the future.

